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Abstract: - This paper intends to illustrate an analysis about spirantization, one of the Common Phonological 

Processes in some regional varieties of Bushehri, in the framework of Optimality Theory 
[1]

 and Feature 

Geometry Theory 
[2]

. Bushehr Province with an area of 23167 square kilometers is located in southern Iran. 

Speakers in this province can be divided into two general branches: northern and southern branches. Speakers in 

the northern branch speak a dialect like Luri. Speakers in the southern branch speak dialects that are like what is 

common in Fars Province. In Bushehri dialects there are four consonants which engage in spirantization process. 

These consonants include /b, p, d, G/ which are changed to their fricative counterparts [v, f, ð, x]. Kirchner 
[3: 26]

 

said that “lenition patterns are expressed in terms of conflicts between the effort minimization constraint, 

LAZY, and on the other hand a class of lenition-blocking constraints. Spirantization, for example, is analyzed in 

terms of rankings where LAZY dominates IDENT (x). Under the opposite ranking, spirantization is blocked. 

Clements 
[2]

 recognizes that there are three major feature groups, laryngeal features, manner features and place 

features, which Clements calls Class Nodes. In spirantization process, in the manner node, the feature 

[continuant] is added to a stop consonant, producing a fricative at the same place. 

 

Keywords: Optimality Theory (OT), feature geometry, lenition, spirantization, Bushehr, dialect. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present study is to provide an overview about one of the common phonological 

processes in Bushehri dialects: spirantization, and to review the theoretical implications of this process. Bushehr 

province is located in southern Iran. Northward, it is bounded to Khuzestan and Kohkiluye-Boyer-Ahmad, 

Eastward to Fars Province, Southward and Westward to the Persian Gulf. Bushehr has 10 counties. Speakers in 

this province can be divided into two general branches: northern branch that involves Dashtestan, Genaveh, 

Daylam, Bushehr and some parts of Tangestan county and southern that involve some parts of Bushehr, Dayyer, 

Jam, Kangan and Tangestan. Speakers in the northern branch speak a dialect like Luri. Speakers in the southern 

branch speak dialects that are like what is common in Fars Province.  

Windfuhr 
[4:418]

 said that: In SW Iran there are two groups which can be recognized as "Preside", i.e. 

they continue numerous features that evolved from Southern Early New Persian, though each evolved 

differently:  

(1) The Luri-type dialects (Luri proper, Bakhtiari, Boyer-Ahmadi, Mamasani-Kohkiluye). 

(2) The Fars dialects stretching from the Persian Gulf into western and central part of Fars.  

Fricative is a term used in the phonetic classification of consonant sounds on the basis of their manner 

of articulation, also sometimes called spirant; it refers to sounds made when two organs come so close together 

that the air moving between them produces audible friction, or frication. There is no complete closure between 

the organs (in which case a plosive articulation would be produced): there is simply a stricture, or narrowing. 

The fricative manner of articulation produces a wider range of speech sounds than any other. They are sounds 

with a potential for considerable duration (e.g. s-s-s), and, from this point of view, the opposite of fricative (i.e. 

a continuant sound lacking friction) is called a frictionless continuant. The term spirantization is sometimes 

used for the process of deriving a fricative from some other type of articulation. 
[5:199]

 Spirantizaton refers to a 

process in which plosives become fricatives, and this often occurs in environments containing vowels. In 

particular, it is common for Consonants between two vowels and consonants in the presence of high vowels. 
[6:126]

 

Lenition is a term used in phonology to refer to a weakening in the overall strength of a sound, 

whether diachronically or synchronically; opposed to fortition. Typically, lenition involves the change from a 

stop to a fricative, a fricative to an approximant, a voiceless sound to a voiced sound, or a sound being reduced 
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(lenite) to zero. For example, the initial mutation in Celtic languages shows lenition in such cases as Welsh pen 

‘head’ becoming ben (his) “head”. Both lenition and fortition operate on a segmental level, as opposed to 

prosodic processes which are located at a supra segmental level. 
[7]

 Two types of weakening are distinguished. 

(a) Consonant weakening (also lenisization): this denotes a weakening of consonant strength (through a 

reduction in air pressure and muscle tension or an increase in sonority) to the complete loss of a segment […] 

(b) vowel weakening: this is a term for all processes that lead to a weakening of the articulatory movement in 

the sense of an increasing centralization of vowels and finally a total loss of the vowel. 
[8: 519]

 

Lenition processes increase a segments’ sonority and fortition processes decrease it. Sonority is a term 

in auditory phonetics for the overall loudness of a sound relative to others of the same pitch, stress and duration. 

Sounds are said to have an ‘inherent sonority’, which accounts for the impression of a sound’s ‘carrying 

further’, e.g. [s] carries further than [a], [a] further than [i].The sonority is typically calculated along a scale 

from voiceless stops (least) to low vowels (most): voiceless stops – voiced stops – voiceless fricatives – voiced 

fricatives – nasals – liquids – glides – high vowels – mid vowels – low vowels. 
[5:442]

 

The optimality approach 
[8], [3]

 advocates articulatory effort as the motivation of lenition and fortition. 

For instance, fortition is effort-based and driven by a natural need to maximize articulatory effort. 
[3]

 Within the 

NP framework, the lenition/fortition definition is based on the needs of the speaker as well as the listener and 

offers an operational procedure: if the phonological material is deleted for the benefit of the speaker, it is a 

lenition; when the material is added for the sake of the listener, it is a fortition.  

In this paper, we are going to study spirantization in Bushehri dialects according to the theoretical 

framework of optimality and feature geometry to answer the following questions: 1) in which one of the 

consonant of Bushehri dialects, the spirantization process is seen? 2) In which contexts do the spirantization 

processes apply in this dialect? 3)  How we can analyze the data in OT and feature geometry theories? 

 

1.1 The Consonant and vowel System of Bushehri dialects 

Before the representation of the data, it seems necessary to represent consonants and vowel tables of 

Bushehri dialects. The phonological system of Bushehri dialects consist of 24 consonants and 7 vowels. The 

consonant inventory of Bushehri dialects can be classified as follows: eight stops (p, b, t, d, c, Ɉ, q, ʔ); nine 

fricatives (f, v, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, x, γ, h); two affricate (ʤ, tʃ); two nasals (m, n); one lateral (l); one trill (r) and one glide 

(j). The difference between a phonological system of standard Farsi and Bushehri dialects is that, instead of the 

voiced uvular consonant     in standard  arsi, there is voiceless uvular consonant  q  in Bushehri dialects.  lso 

in Bushehri dialects there is consonant  γ  that  arsi lac s it.  n Bushehri  s phonetic system li e  arsi, there are 

two palatal plosives /c/ and /ɟ/, but before back vowels they are pronounced [k] and [ɡ], respectively; such as 

[ ur] “blind”, [Ɂanɡur] “grips”. So [ ] and [ɡ] are allophones of  c  and  ɟ  that ma e no meaning distinction. 

Among the simpler vowel systems in the languages of the world is the standard Farsi vowel system. It 

is composed of six vowels. Six vowels are generally recognized: three front vowels /i/, /e/ and /a/ and three back 

vowels /u/, /o/ and /ɑ . Bushehri dialects vowel system is just like Farsi. In Bushehri dialects, in addition to six 

vowels of standard  arsi, there is a vowel  ǝ . Table (1) illustrates the vowel system in Bushehri dialects. 

 

Table (1) Vowel distinctive features of Bushehri dialects 

 a ɑ e o i u ə 

Back - + - + - + - 

High - - - - + + - 

Low + + - - - - - 

Tense - + + + + + - 

Round - + - + - + - 

 

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 
The theoretical framework used in this study, namely Optimality Theory (OT), came into existence in 

early 1990s, mainly focusing on contemporary phonological studies (Prince and Smolensky, 1993; McCarthy 

and Prince, 1999; Mac Carthy, 2001). This theory was developed as a response to a ‘‘conceptual crisis at the 

center of phonological thought” (Prince and Smolens y, 1993) concerning the role of output constraints.  t was 

also inspired by the concepts of neural networks, as shown by the significance of ideas such as optimization, 

parallel evaluation, competition, and conflicting constraints which are also present in the framework of OT. 

Optimality Theory is often considered as a development of generative grammar and the successor of the 

harmonic grammar developed in 1990s (Legendre et al., 1990, 2001; Prince and Smolensky, 1993; Smolensky 

and Legendre, 2006). In a typical OT analysis, the phonological constraints are ranked and violable by the 

phonetic forms of their underlying Representations in a tableau. This is a constraint-based competition system 

among a possibly infinite set of candidates (at least two) that are actually the potential surface forms of the 

input. The candidates minimally violate the constraints and the one that incurs the least serious violations in 
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terms of hierarchies of constraints, wins. Hence, logically, the violations of higher-ranked constraints are most 

serious and these violations first oust the concerned candidate from the competition and so on. An OT-style 

tableau, which uses harmony maximization as the criterion for optimality where the weights are in the top row 

and the rightmost column, provides the harmony values for the candidates
. [9]

 This framework can effectively 

analyze various aspects of phonological issues in a language in a comprehensive and systematic manner. An 

outline of the “classic” OT loo s li e as follow in (1):  

(1)   nput →  EN → candidate set → EV L (constraints) → Optimal Output 

The method of this research is analytical- descriptive. In order to conduct the study, ten native 

speakers, selected from different age groups (from 20 to 60 year-old ones) and different educational levels were 

interviewed. The corpus primarily contains free conversation and life stories. 

Here, McCarthy
'
s 

[1] 
combination tableau was adapted. The combination tableau illustrates the ranking 

between constraints, as well as violation marks. In the tableau, each losing (L) candidate is compared to the 

winning (W) candidate in regards to each constraint. (W) Denotes that the constraint in question prefers the 

winner rather than the losing candidate. This is why the winner satisfies the constraint, but the losing candidate 

does not, as specified by the violation mark (*), whereas the (L) denotes that the given constraint is preferred the 

losing candidate rather than the winner (W). 

The theory of feature geometry 
(cf. [2], [10], etc.)

 has succeeded in properly analyzing various phonological 

processes, such as assimilation and harmony, by attributing them to the internal structure of segments. With the 

advent of Optimality Theory, however, such a structural account seems to be on the wane. Padgett 
[11],

 for 

example, assumes that most features are directly linked to the root node without constituting a hierarchical 

structure, and that constraint ranking for the most part determines phonological processes. In this paper, I will 

compare these two theories by providing evidence from spirantization in Bushehri dialects. 

 

III. DISCUSSION 

3.1 Spirantization in the Optiamality Theory 

3.1.1. Spirantization of /d/ to [ð]  
In some of the varieties of Bushehri like Delvari and Dashtestani, there is a process in which voiced 

stop consonant /d/ changes to counterpart fricative pair [ð] after a vowel, sonorant consonant or in intervocalic 

place. This process, besides simple words, also occurs between morphemes in a word and in a phrase. When the 

stop voiced /d/ is located at the beginning of a word, this consonant will be pronounced [d], for example [dast] 

(hand). But when this word is located after a word with final vowel, intervocalic context is created for voiced 

stop consonant /d/ and it changes to counterpart fricative pair [ð]. The word [dast] (hand), in the verb [Ɂz. dast 

raftan] (lose), is pronounced [ðas], because in Dashtestani, this consonant is located after a vowel: [veðas 

raftan].  

Kenstowicz said that “postvocalic context is the most typical environment for the change from stop to 

fricative (spirantization).this is the environment where Tiberian Hebrew changes its stops [p, t, k] and [b, d, g] to 

the fricative [f,ɵ, x] and [v, ð, ɣ]. “We can see spirantization in the other Iranian dialects such as Bala-Gueriveh 

Luri dialect. 
[12: 99-102]

 

Jensen 
[13:56] 

believes that: “lenition literally means weakening. It generally refers to a reduction in the 

degree of stricture in a sound, roughly along the scales of (a) stops> flaps > fricatives > approximates > Ø, (b) 

voiceless aspirated > plain voiceless > voiced. 
[14:62]

 The scale in (a) varies by manner of articulation, while that 

in (b) involves glottal state.” 

Examples of spirantization process, which has applied diachronically in Bushehri dialects, are shown in 

the Table (2): 

 

Table (2) spirantization of /d/ to [ð] 

Persian Bushehri Gloss 

bɑd bɑð wind 

raʔd ra:ð thunder 

dɑd dɑð did 

rud ruð darling, dear 

χodɑ xoðɑ God 

pedar peðar father 

medɑd meðɑð pencil 

χeder xeðer a name 

ʤɑdde ʤɑðe road 
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Ɉowd go:ð
11
 deep 

bud bið/ bi was 

dud dið smoke 

χaride xeriðe she/he is bought 

savɑd so.vɑð sevɑð literacy 

pusid pisiðe it decayed 

bidɑd biðɑð cruelty 

 

McCarthy 
[15:222]

 specifies lenition processes in optimality theory with Kirchner s theory (1998) which 

is a combination of functionalism and structuralism. 

Kirchner 
[3: 26]

 said that “lenition patterns are expressed in terms of conflicts between the effort 

minimization constraint, LAZY, and on the other hand a class of lenition-blocking constraints. The lenition-

blocking constraints in turn are further divisible into "faithfulness" constraints (penalizing divergence from 

identity between underlying representation and corresponding surface form).” 

(2) LAZY: minimize articulatory effort (i.e. biomechanical energy). 
[16: 87]

 

Language-specific lenition patterns arise from LAZY, interacting with faithfulness constraints, within 

an Optimality Theoretic grammar. Spirantization, for example, is analyzed in terms of rankings where LAZY 

dominates IDENT (x). Under the opposite ranking, spirantization is blocked. The treatment of spirantization in 

the following tableau, in terms of conflict between LAZY and faithfulness, can trivially be extended to all 

manner of lenition phenomena. In the Table (3) we can see how LAZY acts in conflict with faithfulness 

constraint. 

 

Table (3) different consonants violation of LAZY constraint 

Lenition degree Effective causes Number of stars 

Deletion Ø Ø (no star) 

Voiced plosive No deletion+ plosive ** 

Voiceless plosive No deletion+ plosive+ voiceless *** 

Voiced fricative No deletion * 

Voiceless fricative No deletion+ voiceless ** 

glide No deletin * 

 

In OT, allophonic variation is captured through the ranking of markedness constraints above 

faithfulness constraints. The relevant faithfulness constraint is IDENT-IO [continuant], 
[17] 

and the relevant 

markedness constraints can be *VOICED STOP and *[+son, +cont]. But for analyzing the data in table (2) we 

use three constraints: One is the markedness constraint LAZY and another is a faithfulness constraint IDENT 

[cont] and the other is IDENT [voice]. 

(3) IDENT [cont]: Correspondent segments must have the same value of the feature [continuant]. Let x be a 

segment in the      input and y a segment in the output. If xRy and x is [+/- continuant], then y is [+/-continuant]. 

(4) IDENT [voice]: Correspondent segments have identical values for the feature [voice]. Let x be a segment in 

the input, and y a segment in the output. If xRy and x is [+/-voice], then y is [+/-voice]. 

Tableau (1) presents analyses of the input /pedar/ (father). 

 

Tableau (1) spirantization of /d/ in intervocalic context 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Candidate (a) in Tableau (1) is the winner since it has the least violation of constraint LAZY. About 

LAZY we can say that the more the process get closer to complete lenition which is the deletion, the less stars it 

gets.  Since Candidate (c) is a stop consonant and it is not deleted, so it receives two stars. Also Candidate (b) is 

a voiceless stop and it is not deleted, so it violates three times from LAZY and receives 3 stars.  In this tableau, 

if constraint IDENT [cont] was placed in higher ranking, the candidate (c) would be optimal. As a result LAZY 

                                                           
1 The word  Ɉowd  in Bushehris varieties pronounces as [go:ð]. The deep structure of this word is  Ɉowd . The Presence of the sonorant 

consonant /w/ before plosive /d/, causes to plosive consonant /d/ changes to [ð]. After this change, the sonorant consonant /w/ delete and 

compensatory lengthening is happening. 

IDENT 

[voice] 

IDENT  

[cont] 

LAZY / peðar / 

 * * a. → [peðar] 

*W L ***W b.     [ petar] 

 L **W c.     [pedar] 
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have to have the highest ranking in this tableau. IDENT [cont] and IDENT [voice] are not in conflict with 

another.  This ranking of constraints explains why our data is the optimal and winner candidate. The ranking is 

as follows:  

(5) L ZY >>  DENT [cont];  IDENT [voice]  

 

3.1.2 Spirantization of  /b/ to [v]  

In Bushehri s varieties, stop voiced /b/ after a vowel or in intervocalic place or at the end of the word, 

under one kind of lenition processes, spirantization, changes to its fricative counterpart [v]. The data in the 

Table (4) show that, the stop voiced /b/ in the intervocalic place, as a first member of a consonant cluster or 

second one, changes to its fricative counterpart [v] at the end of words. Also, this process is seen in non final 

position in the Table (4).  

 

Table (4) spirantization of /b/ to [v] 

Persian Bushehri Gloss 

at the end of the word 

nasb nasv fitment 

asb ʔasv horse 

sib siv apple 

cetɑb cetɑv book 

Galb qalv heart 

hoʤb hoʤv shyness 

χarɑb xerɑv spoil 

arbʧ arvʧ gunk 

aGrab aqravʔ scorpion 

ibʤ ivʤ pocket 

after a vowel or in intervocalic place 

sebil sevil moustache 

χabar xevar news 

nabɑt navɑt candy 

ɑbestan Ɂɑvesan pregnant 

neɈahbɑn neɈa:vɑn guard 

tabar tavar axe 

zabɑn zavun tongue 

tɑbe tɑve  tɑva
2

 fryer 

χoʃbaχt xoʃvaxt blessed 

Garbɑl γarvɑl mesh, sieve 

darbɑn darvun doorkeeper 

mobɑreze movɑreze battle 

nabil nevil A name 

necbat neɟvat calamity 

sɑbun sɑvin soap 

zebr zevr bristly 

Gabl qavl before 

lebɑs levɑs cloth 

Gabile qevile tribe 

bebaχʃ bevaxʃ forgive 

torobʧe torvac radish 

cebr cevr snooty 

tabl tavl drum 

mobl movl Furniture 

 

Both of these tables show that intervocalic place is the lenition context, though at the end of the words 

or not. 

In analyzing the data like previous section, we can use these constraints: LAZY, IDENT [cont], IDENT 

[voice]. In the following tableau the word /aqrab/ is being analyzed. 

 

                                                           
2 In Northern dialects, the word /tɑbe  (pan), is pronounced as in [tɑva]. 
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Tableau (2) spirantization of /b/ to [v] 

IDENT 

 [cont] 

IDENT 

[voice] 

LAZY / aqrab/ 

*  * a. → [ʔaqrav] 

* *W **W b.     [ʔaqraf] 

L  **W c.     [ʔaGrab] 

 

Analyzing the tableau (2) show that with respect to the least violation of candidate (a) of the constraints 

in the tableau, this candidate is the winner and optimal. With spirantization of /b/ to its fricative counterpart [v], 

lenition is occurring, but since there is one step to complete deletion, it receives one star. Candidate (b) has a 

voiceless fricative consonant and since it is not deleted, it violated from LAZY, 2 times, so it will receive 2 

stars. And finally it will be a loser.  Also Candidate (c) has 2 violations of LAZY and receives two stars. The 

ranking is just like previous section. 

 

4.1.3 Spirantization of   /G/ to [x]  

Another kind of spirantization which common in Iranian dialects is the spirantization of voiced plosive 

/G/ to its fricative counterpart [x]. The data in the following table show this process: 

 

Table (5) Spirantization of   /G/ to [x] 

persian Bushehri Gloss 

morG
3

 morx bird 

maʃG maʃx homework 

vaGt vaxt time 

noGte noxte dot 

taGsir taxsir sin 

naGʃe naxʃe map 

tɑ tʃe tɑxtʃa sill 

bejraG bejrax banner 

vaGf vaxm glebe 

saGf saxf roof 

 

Analyzing the data in that table (6) show that spirantization of /G/ to [x] is happening after a vowel or 

at the end of the word. This process is not happening at the beginning of the word. Also in cases when there is a 

consonant cluster, and the first member of this cluster is the consonant /G/, the second member is one of the 

obstruent consonant such as {ʃ, f, t, s}, as all of them have to share the feature [-sonority]. This context is the 

right context for the lenition. 

Bijan khan 
[18: 192]

 said that: “the contrast between /G/ and /x/ is stable in all phonological contexts, 

except when the consonant /G/ is placed before a voiceless alveolar obstruent consonant. For example, in the 

words /vaGt/ (time), /noGte/ (dot), /raGs/ (dance) and /taGsir/ (guilt), the contrast between these two consonants 

is neuter and     changes to  x .” 

Now we can analyze the word /naGs/ (defect) in the following tableau according to the constraints 

which is introduced before. 

 

Tableau (3) Spirantization of   /G/ to [x] 

IDENT 

[voice] 

IDENT 

 [cont] 

AGREE 

[voice] 

LAZY /naqs/ 

* *  ** a. →[naxs] 

* *  ***W b.     [naks] 

L L *W ** c.      [naGs] 

 

Candidate (b) in the tableau (3) is the loser since it is a voiceless plosive consonant and it is not deleted, so it 

has 3 times violations of the constraint LAZY. Among the rest of the candidates, the candidate (a) and (c), both 

have two time violations of markedness constraint LAZY. The cause of violation of LAZY for Candidate (a) is 

being voiceless and having one step distance to delete which is a complete degree of lenition, and the cause of 

the violation for candidate (c) is being plosive and not deleted. Now these two candidates will be analyzed 

according to AGREE [voice] which is another markedness constraint. It is assumed that assimilation between 

                                                           
3 In bushehri dialects, Instead of voiced uvular plosive /G/, its voiceless counterpart /q/ is used.for this reason the deep structure of these 

words is as follow: /aqrav/ ،/morq/ ،/maʃq/ ، vaqt , …. 
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adjacent segments is driven by the family of agreement constraints, 
[19]

, 
[20]

, 
[21]

; see also 
[22] 

and 
[23], [24]. 

This 

constraint said that adjacent segments must share the same value for the feature [voice].  ccording to Ba ović 
[25:337]

 the need for ranking AGREE [x] above IDENT [x] for the sake of guaranteeing assimilation will be 

shown in a tableau. Since in the candidate (a) two final consonants have the same feature of [-voice], there is no 

violation of AGREE [voice] and it is the winner and the optimal candidate. This ranking of constraints explains 

why our data is the optimal and winner candidate. The ranking is as follows:  

(6) L ZY >>   REE [voice] >>  DENT [cont];  DENT [voice] 

  

4.1.4 Spirantization of /p/ to [f]  

Another kind of spirantization in Bushehris dialect is the spirantization of /p/ to [f]. 

 

Table (6) spirantization of /p/ to [f] 

Bushehri persian Gloss 

cafsul capsul capsule 

sefiðe sepide white 

sufur sopur dustman 

sefiðɑr sepidɑr poplar 

cefac capac mold 

helikufter helicupter copter 

kɑfʃan cɑpʃan parka 

ʃejfur ʃejpur horn 

 

In analyzing the data in the Table (6), we can use three constraints: LAZY, IDENT [cont], IDENT 

[voice]. In the tableau (4) the word /capac/ will be analyzed. 

 

Tableau (4) spirantization of /p/ to [f] 

IDENT 

 [cont] 

LAZY IDENT 

[voice] 

/cafac/ 

* **  a. →[cafac] 

L ***W  b.    [capac] 

* *L *W c.    [cavac] 

 

In the tableau (4), the candidate (c), have one violation of LAZY constraint with changing the 

consonant /p/ to [v] and one violation of IDENT [voice] with changing the voice feature. As a result this 

candidate will be out of the competition at the beginning. The other candidate will continue the competition with 

regard to LAZY. The candidate (b) has three time violations of LAZY, because the candidate (b) is a voiceless 

plosive consonant and it has one step to deletion. So candidate (b) in comparative to candidate (a) which has two 

violations of LAZY is the loser and finally, the candidate (a) is the optimal candidate. We can see that just in 

this  ind of spirantization, L ZY hasn’t the highest ran ing in the tableau (4) and the IDENT [voice] is the 

dominant constraint. The final ranking is as follows: 

   (7)  IDENT [voice]>> LAZY >> IDENT [cont]   

 

4.2 Spirantizaition in the Feature Geometric Theory 

Let us now move on to an analysis within the gestural theory. As mentioned above, more and more 

researchers in Optimality Theory are abolishing the idea of feature geometry, proposing instead that properly-

ranked constraints alone can account for the data that feature geometry had analyzed in derivational theory (cf. 

Pullyblank (1997), Suzuki (1998), Fukazawa (1999), Yip (2003), etc.). 

A segment is not just an unorganized bundle of features, but that features have their own internal 

organization. This is well reflected in feature geometry theory proposed by many researchers including 
[2]

, 
[10]

, 

Halle (1986, 1989), McCarthy (1988) and others. 
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Figure 1. Clements' 

[2]
 Feature Geometry 

 

As shown in (Fig.1.a, b), Clements 
[2] 

recognizes that there are three major feature groups, laryngeal 

features, manner features and place features, which Clements calls Class Nodes. He also assumes that the 

Manner Node and Place Node are combined together to make another internal hierarchical group under the 

Supra laryngeal Node. Clements uses the term tier to refer to the internal structural unit. Two tiers constitute a 

plane and phonological rules can be expressed as changes in association lines on specified planes. Similarly, 

Halle 
[26]

 groups features according to the particular articulators that are involved in executing those features and 

comes up with the Laryngeal Node, the Place Node and the Soft Palate Node as shown in (Fig.2): 

 

 
Figure 2. Halle’s 

[26]
 Feature Geometry 

 

Halle's 
[26]

 Feature Geometry, unlike Clements', does not have the Manner Node. Halle assumes that 

[nasal] and [lateral] are separate features that do not make up a natural class. Nonetheless, there is general 

agreement among researchers (including Halle and Clements) that there are at least a place node and a laryngeal 

node. 

Clements, 
[2]

 groups all the manner features together under a manner node and groups the manner node 

with the place node under the supra laryngeal node as shown in (Fig.3). Here are Clements' 
[2]

 manner features 

and the location of the manner node in FG. 

 

 
Figure 3. Manner feature and manner node in Clements 

[2]
 

 

There are, however, several pieces of evidence which suggest that [cont] does act independently. 

Grimm's Law and Verner's Law, which were very productive in Germanic languages, illustrate the point: 

    (8)  

         a.  rimm's Law: p, t,   → f, ɵ, x 

         b. Verner's Law: p, t,   → f, s, x 
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Both of these historical processes are analyzed quite simply as the addition of [cont], or spirantization. 

According to the Fig (4), all kinds of the spirantization in Bushehri dialect can be analyzed. For example 

spirantization of  /b/ to [v]: 

 
Figure 4. Spirantization of  /b/ to [v] 

 

  As can be seen in feature (4), in this process, feature [continuant] is added to a stop consonant, 

producing a fricative at the same place. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In Bushehri dialects there are four consonants which engage in spirantization process. One is the 

voiced stop consonant /d/ which is changed to counterpart fricative pair [ð] after a vowel, sonorant consonant or 

in intervocalic place, the other is the stop voiced /b/  which changes to its fricative counterpart [v], after a vowel 

or in intervocalic place or at the end of the word. And the other two consonants are /G/ and /p/ which are 

changed to their fricative counterpart [x] and [f]. 

Mac Carthy 
[15:222]

 specifies lenition processes in optimality theory with Kirchner’s theory 
[3]

 which is a 

combination of functionalism and structuralism. 

 Lenition patterns are expressed in terms of conflicts between the effort minimization constraint, 

LAZY, and on the other hand a class of lenition-blocking constraints. 
[3:26]

 Language-specific lenition patterns 

arise from LAZY, interacting with faithfulness constraints, within an Optimality Theoretic grammar. 

Spirantization, for example, is analyzed in terms of rankings where LAZY dominates IDENT (x). Under the 

opposite ranking, spirantization is blocked. 

 Also we saw that Clements 
[2]

 recognizes that there are three major feature groups, laryngeal features, 

manner features and place features, which Clements calls Class Nodes. In spirantization process, in the manner 

node, [continuant] is added to a stop consonant, producing a fricative at the same place. 
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